
RTP: 95%*   |   40% Base Game      

30% Hold Win   |   25% Freespins 

Volatility: Medium 

Max. Win: 5100x 

Pay Lines: 20 

Average Nugget Payout: 2.9x in  

base game, 3,8x in H&W 

Average Feature Win: 48.5x 

Average H&W Win: 30.5x

DIVE INTO THE WILDERNESS OF THE NORTH 
AMERICAN FRONTIER IN IRONDOGSTUDIO’S 

NEW HOLD & WIN SLOT.  

Beneath a clear, starlit sky, players will 

encounter a host of roaming bison, grazing 

elks, and howling wolves as they search for 

golden nugget multipliers, journeying toward 

game's 5000x maximum win.

APR. 

27th 2022 

AVAILABLE MARKETS: UK, Malta, Italy, Spain, Germany, Sweden, Greece, Romania, Denmark,  
Netherlands, Switzerland, Canada, Columbia



HOLD AND WIN 
Landing six golden 
nuggets takes the 

player to the hold and 
win mini-game, where 
every nugget landed 

pays out its cash value.

FREESPINS 
Landing three or more 

scatter symbols triggers 
freespins, from which 
players can enter a 

higher payout hold and 
win game, if they land 

six golden nuggets.

JACKPOT 
Landing 3/4/5 of the 

Wolf paw jackpot 
symbol pays out a 50x/

250x/1000x jackpot 
respectively.

WOLF STRIKE TAKES PLAYERS DEEP INTO THE WILDS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FRONTIER, 
WHERE THEY’LL JOURNEY TOWARD THE FIVE-REEL SLOT’S 5000X MAXIMUM WIN.  

If players land six or more nuggets on the board simultaneously, they trigger the hold & win mini-game. 
During this, the player is given three re-spins where any further nuggets landed stick to the board until the 
player runs out of respins. Every spin can potentially land more nuggets, and doing so will reset the spin 
counter. Nuggets pay out their cash value once the player runs out of respins, but if they manage to fill the 
board with nuggets, they pay out double their value. 

In the base game, landing a Wolf wild and two nuggets on the same reel causes that reel to expand, paying 
out the nuggets' value. Additionally, every nugget landed has the possibility of turning into a jackpot symbol. 
These do not have a cash value, but will payout at the end of a given base/free spin or the end of hold and win 
if there are 3/4/5 on the board. 

Freespins are triggered by the player landing three or more scatter symbols. During freespins, landing the 
same scatter symbols will trigger further freespins, however they then turn into nuggets at the end of the spin, 
giving the player a greater chance to enter hold & win. If the player enters hold & win while in freespins, they 
are granted a higher paying version.
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